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Objectives (up to 3 lines):
The goal of this M2 proposal is to study the structural change of cellular HS induced by protein-ligands and
its functional role by using fluorescence nanoscopy approach and biological assays

Abstract (up to 10 lines):
The glycosaminoglycan, heparan sulfate (HS), present in extracellular matrix and at the surface of most
cells, is an important component of glycocalyx (or cell-coat). HS binds many soluble extracellular signaling
proteins such as chemokines and growth factors, and regulates their biological functions. Previously, we
showed by a combination of biophysical analysis techniques in a well-defined biomimetic surfaces that
signaling proteins (chemokine CXCL12, growth factor FGF-2) cross-link HS chains and change their
mobility and dynamics. This aspect represents a new paradigm of the protein/HS interactions.
The aim of our study is to determine the ability of these signaling proteins to induce cross-linking of cellular
HS chains in the cell context by using Stochastic Optical Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM) and to
investigate the functional effects of this structural remodelling. The M2 student will prepare samples for
single molecule super-resolution imaging (cell culture and immunolabelling assay), and will perform
different functional assays (cell adhesion and migration).

Methods (up to 3 lines):
Cell culture, confocal microscopy, super-resolution microscopy (STORM), adhesion assays, western-blot,
flow cytometry
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